TO: ANNAN, UNIYIONS, NEW YORK  
FROM: J.-K. BOOH-BOOH, SRSG. UNAMY, NEW YORK

INFO: SITUATION CENTRE, UNNY.  
FAX: 201 211 563 9053  
FAX: (250) 24265

SUBJECT: DAILY SITREP 240000Z CAN TO 2506000Z CAN 94

NUMBER OF PAGES, INCLUDING THIS COVER: THREE

DIRECT

1. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE DAILY SITREP MENTIONED ABOVE.
2. REGARDS.

CSC FL LAC

1 1930 Z
FROM: UNAMIR, KIGALI.

SITREP COVERING PERIOD 24/06/94 TO 25/06/94

I. GEN SITUATION. CA M. A SHOOTING INCIDENT AT SRSG'S RESIDENCE WAS REPORTED AS PER DAILY SITREP 23/24 JAN 94. WE ARE NOT SURE THAT BURGLARS WERE INVOLVED. INVESTIGATION ON THIS MATTER ONGOING.

II. FRACTIONAL ACTIVITIES.

A. POLITICAL. AT 11.00 hrs SRSG MET MEMBERS OF THE CABINET AND AT 16.00 hrs HE MET S.E. MR. MARCELLO RICOVERI, THE NEW AMBASSADOR OF ITALY.

B. MILITARY.

(1) RPF. NTR.

(2) RPP. NTR.

(3) OTHERS. NTR.

III. OWN MILITARY ACTIVITIES.

A. HQS. FT HELD A MEETING WITH UNDP/KIGALI/IHHCR/ICRC ON THE ISSUE OF THE RWANDAN REFUGEES COMING BACK FROM UGANDA TO RWANDA. NO TANGIBLE RESULTS. STILL LOOKING FOR A SOLUTION TO THIS PROBLEM. STAFF WHIPPING WAS ORGANIZED FOR THE 10 AUSTRIAN UNMCO THAT ARRIVED ON 22 JAN 94.

B. SECTORS.

(1) KIGALI. CONDUCTED VEHICLE AND FOOT PATRULL IN KIGALI CITY IN ORDER TO ENSURE KIGALI WEAPON SECURE AREA. ESTABLISHED 7 CHECK POINTS AT DIFFERENT LOCATIONS IN KWSA. PROVIDED 2 UMKO ESCORTS TO RPF AND 2 TO RPP. ALSO PROVIFIED ONE ARMED ESCORT TO PRIME MINISTER AND 2 TO RPF PERSONNEL. SECURED THE LOCATION OF THE RPF BATTALION IN KIGALI CITY. THE PREMATURE, FORCE HQ AND SRC HQ AND PROVIDED SECURITY TO THE AIRPORT OF KIGALI. DURING THE NIGHT ASSURED PROTECTION FOR THE PRIME MINISTER, THE PRIME MINISTER DESIGNATE, THE PRESIDENT OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT AND FIVE OPPOSITION MINISTERS, AND TO THE RESIDENCE OF SRSG.

(2) DMZ. CARRIED OUT ROUTINE PATROL WITHIN DMZ. IT WAS REPORTED BY LOCALS AT KISISE THAT ABOUT 40 ARMED RPF TROOPS CARRIED OUT PATROL IN THE TOWN. CARRIED OUT PATROL IN KISISE TO MONITOR THE FOOD DISTRIBUTION AT NYAMUGALI. PROVIDED ESCORT TO ICRC TO KINZIYAYI AND KITABO WHERE SEEDS WERE DISTRIBUTED TO THE POPULATION FOR PLANTING. KISISE SECONDARY SCHOOL WAS REOPENED YESTERDAY 34 JAN 94. 750 STUDENTS WERE PRESENT.
C. MILOR. CONDUCTED LONG DISTANCE PTL TO GISENYI AND ESCORT FOR ICRC TO NYAGATARE AND KIGUMBURA. PLANNED EXTENSIVE REECE TO ASSESS THE INFUX OF REFUGEES/DEPLACED PERSONS SITUATION IN THE NORTH-EAST OF RPF MILOR SECTOR. REECE BEING CARRIED OUT TODAY 15 JAN 94.

D. UNCMUR. UNCMUR PTL HAVE BEEN RESCHEDULED IN ORDER TO COLLECT DATA ON THE RWANDENSE REFUGEES THAT ARE SUPPOSED TO BE CROSSING TO RWANDA. THE LATEST INFORMATION IS:

(1) AREA WEST - THE MAIN TRACK THAT COMES FROM KANABA (RJ1062) TO THE BOUNDARY PILLAR 12a (RJ1355) HAS NOT BEEN USED FOR A LONG TIME, SINCE A MINE INCIDENT OCCURRED NEAR THE BORDER. IT WAS ALSO REPORTED THAT THE NEW NAME OF THE PLACE IS KITANGA, AND THERE IS A PLACE NAMED KANABA NEAR LUBIRIZI AREA.

(2) AREA EAST - AT KASHERYE, THE PPF BORDER POST INFORMED OUR PTL THAT ONE WEEK ACO A FREN REFUGEES CROSSED TO RWANDA. THEY WERE NOT WILLING TO MENTION THE DATE AND THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE INVOLVED.

IV. UNCIVCOL. NTR.

V. HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES. ICRC RESTARTED FOOD DISTRIBUTION AT NGARAMA (BASE MURAMBI) AND AT RUTORO/NAKACWA/MURAMBO (BASE KIGALI NORTH). CIVIL AFFAIRS. NTR.

VI. LOGISTICS. OPERATIONAL SITUATION REMAINS DIFFICULT DUE TO THE LACK OF VEHICLES AND RADIOS. UNAMIR WAS INFORMED ABOUT THE CONTRACTING PROBLEMS FOR THE HELICOPTERS. WE NEED THOSE HELICOPTERS URGENTLY AND UNAMIR STARTS TODAY A NEW CONTRACTING PROCEDURE.

VIII. MISC. NTR.